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A Walk in the Woods

Donald Bastin

On a recent Saturday morning, Martha Berthelsen and I met with Don Adamson, Stann Whipple, Justin Clarke, and
Liz Spurlock, who are associated with the
Waldorf School, off Clark Road, in
El Sobrante. The reason for our meeting was
to participate in a “Land Listening Session,”
scheduled by the school, and take a look at an
80-acre parcel of land (or rather a portion of
it) recently donated to the Waldorf School.
Our observations were centered around the
following questions:
1. What is happening in Nature?
2. What are the legal and social
concerns?
3. What would be improved uses we
could develop here?
Simple enough, it would seem. But in order
to understand the reasons for the questions,
and the obvious concern that the Waldorf
representatives had for the future of their new
acquisition, some background is in order.
For about 35 years the land above the residential area loosely known as “Canyon Park” (west and east of the trail
above Clark Road) has been the subject of various development proposals, all of which have been vigorously
opposed by its neighbors. Objections were made to the size of the developments and the number of houses, but
the principal objections centered on destruction of the natural environment and the well-known propensity of the
steep slopes to develop slides during winter rains and the presence
of active faults. Assurances by developers that these concerns could
be dealt with were met with skepticism, if not scorn. As the land
lies within the city limits of Richmond, the neighborhood groups
were obliged to deal with that city’s city council and planning
department, which, in the ‘80s and ‘90s was more amenable to
developers’ plans than today.
By the early years of the new century, two development plans had
emerged, and their names have not changed since: the Clark Road
project, and the Forest Green project. The Clark Road parcel,
consisting of about 160 acres, lies to the east of the trail that leads to
EBRPD land, at the end of Clark Road. Forest Green, about 80
acres, lies to the west, bordered by La Colina Creek. It is the Forest
Green parcel (or rather a portion of it) that we walked through on that cool October morning.
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So, in answer to question #1, what is happening in nature?
After a short walk along a dirt road, lined by mature oaks
and bays, we descended into a dry creek bed, apparently a
tributary of La Colina Creek, which is itself a tributary of
San Pablo Creek. It was immediately apparent to both
Martha and I that this creek, while ephemeral, often had
substantial water flows, as evidenced by the obvious high
water markings and the silt which covered wide areas.
Typical rounded river rocks were everywhere, (including
this large
boulder),
evidence
of years
of regular
water flow. But most of all, we were struck by the apparent
undisturbed nature of our surroundings, with almost no trash in
evidence and with native plants everywhere we looked. Martha
estimated that the site appeared to consist of over 90% native
growth. In addition to the oak and bay trees, toyon, and the
occasional buckeye, the understory was dominated by California
blackberry while throughout the site we observed poison oak,
ninebark, yerba buena, honeysuckle, wild strawberry, creeping
snowberry, and Wood and goldback ferns. A few grey rush
were seen along the channel, along with grasses, some of
which may have been native. About the only evidence of
extensive non-native flora was the presence of artichoke
thistle on the bare hillsides.
Horse trails and droppings presented the only evidence of
non-native animal life. The presence of horses seemed to be a
concern for the
Waldorf
representatives,
probably due
to liability
problems if
someone were injured by a horse. This brings us to legal and social
questions.
The addition of 80 acres to the 11 acres already owned by the
Waldorf School presents real issues that must be addressed. We
assume that the school did not ask for nor did they expect to be the
recipient of this very significant piece of ground. The previous
owner, a limited liability corporation, no doubt was weary of hanging
on to a losing proposition that was costing real money in terms of
taxes and insurance. Those problems are now inherited by the
L to R: Justin Clarke, Liz Spurlock, Martha, Stann Whipple
Waldorf School. So they are looking for a partner (or partners) to share the costs and liabilities of this, admittedly,
wonderful acquisition. For SPAWNERS, this beautiful and unique site offers new areas to explore and explain in
our annual walks. Though we are too small to be a real partner, we certainly want to help in any way we can. It is
important that the local community becomes more aware of this little jewel that has been taken out of the
speculative land pool. To learn more, and to see updates, visit the Waldorf website at: https://eastbaywaldorf.org/
To learn more about the history of this site, visit: http://saveelsobrantehills.org/
Funding for SPAWNERS provided by the Northern California Grassroots Fund, Contra Costa County, and member donations
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Hummer Habitat

Martha Berthelsen

One of the guiding principles of our restoration work
along San Pablo Creek and its tributaries is to provide
habitat for our local wildlife. A recent study, which
appeared in the journal Science, revealed an overall
decline in bird species in North America (U.S. and
Canada) of 30 percent since 1970 (some species have
declined by over 50%). The report highlighted
several reasons for the decline, but the major one is
the loss of habitat where birds can feed, find shelter,
breed, and raise their young. Much of their former
habitat has been destroyed outright, but what remains
has also been degraded in quality. In parks or open
space, what looks like habitat to us may in fact not
provide the types of resources birds need if exotic
invasive plants have taken over from the native
species.
Bay Area birds, whether year-round residents or
migrants, have depended on our local native plants
for thousands of years, and these plants provide the
most suitable resources. The types of food and shelter
found on or in native plant species, and the season it
is available are all important to their health and
survival. Birds provide vital services to plants in
return, dispersing seeds, pollinating, and controlling
pest insects. Fortunately, since birds are small and
mobile, they can make good use of small patches of
habitat, whether it’s one of our restoration sites such
as Wilke Creekside Park, or your own garden.
One type of bird that everyone enjoys watching is our
hummingbirds. The jewel-like colors of the throat
feathers on the male
birds are stunning, but
don’t get confused if
you don’t see this –
the feathers may look
black if not reflecting
light. The Anna’s
hummingbird, which
has a distinctive pink to magenta throat and forehead,
is the most common, and, at 4 inches in length, is the
largest of our native hummers; it lives in the Bay Area
year-round.

The Allen’s hummer
is seen less often;
they do breed here
but are absent most
of fall and early
winter. In spring you might see a Rufous or Calliope
hummer (Rufous, left) migrating
through on their way to
breeding areas further north
or in the mountains. Costa’s
hummingbird (below) is a rare

visitor but might pop
up any time of year;
they are more likely
to be seen in
Southern California.
(Information on seasonal patterns of abundance was
gathered from ebird.org, a web site hosted by the
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, and thanks also go to all
the volunteer community scientists who post their
bird sightings on ebird.)
Fewer species spend the winter here because of the
scarcity of flowers to provide nectar. The high calorie
content of their sugary food, when they can get it,
helps hummers survive cold nights. They will also eat
insects, and in fact must have insects in spring
because their developing youngsters need protein too.
When nesting, they like shrubs or trees with dense
leaves for shelter from weather and predators. The
hummers even make use of spider silk to glue their
nesting materials securely
together.
It’s important to consider yearround food availability when
designing habitat. A perfect
plant for hummingbirds is the
California Fuchsia (right).
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The tubular shaped flower is designed to fit their bill,
and red is the most attractive color to them. Even
more important, the Fuchsia blooms in late summer
to fall, when most native plants are going dormant
due to drought. Manzanita,
(left) although not the typical
flower shape for hummers, is
a vital source of winter
nectar, sometimes beginning
to bloom as early as
November. Many more
blooms are available in

For inspiration on what to plant, visit our Wilkie
Creek project, or the demonstration garden behind
the soon to be re-opened El Sobrante Library. Join
one of our monthly Saturday work parties to learn
even more, and help us tend and expand attractive
habitat for both birds and humans!

spring, including pinkflowering currant (right) and
other currants and
gooseberries. Late spring
into summer the birds will

Library Re-Opening Ceremony – 11/23
SPAWNERS will be there, along with the El Sobrante
Historical Society and Friends of the Library. Join us!

Photos-birds: Anna’s, Allen’s & Costa thanks to Mark Rauzon, Friends
of Sausal Creek; Rufous, and the flower photos, thanks to Gudrun Kleist.
The little Rufous, by the way, spent 2 weeks in Gudrun’s garden before
continuing his migration north.

Mark Your Calendar:

Richmond Bay Trail News: RSR Bridge opens to
peds and bicyclists, 11/16! Ribbon-cutting 10 am.
Info at:
https://mtc.ca.gov/sites/default/files/RSR_BikePath_Ribb
onCutting_Invitation_v5.pdf.

Volunteer at the old Adachi Nursery. Click below.
be feeding on
penstemons (left), Sticky
Monkey flower, and
lupines, while sages are
among the flowers that
provide food throughout the summer. Along with
feeding the birds, all these plants provide a visual treat
for humans as well!
If you are planning your own hummingbird habitat
garden, there are two other important points to
consider besides availability of flowers. As mentioned,
the hummers need insects too, so don’t use pesticides
that kill and poison bugs. If you plant a wide variety
of habitat plants, including many natives, you can also
attract predatory insects that eat the pests, and you
will have minimal insect damage. Please keep cats
inside if you have them; not only will the birds be
safer but your cat as well, from the coyotes that have
been seen more and more in our neighborhoods.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/media.cloversites.com/46/46729963-a496-4f2faac7-74696d4bf3fe/documents/Mira_Vista_Post_November_2019.pdf

Scroll down.

3rd Saturday Volunteer Work Parties
Next Workday: November 16, 9:30 am – Noon
Wilkie Creek Site, 4805 Santa Rita Rd, Richmond
Helen@thewatershedproject.org

510-665-3538

Join us and learn about native plant gardening as we
maintain and improve our signature park/outdoor
classroom. No experience necessary. Wear
comfortable clothes, sturdy shoes; bring water bottle.
SPAWNERS will provide tools, gloves, and snacks.

Who We Are
SPAWNERS operates as an independent group under
the sponsorship of the Richmond Watershed Project,
a 501(c)(3) non-profit. The Program Coordinator is
Helen Fitanides, who oversees a steering committee
composed of the following volunteers:
Martha Berthelsen
Judy Ward
Donald Bastin

Gudrun Kleist
Mairead Owens

Funding for SPAWNERS provided by the Northern California Grassroots Fund, Contra Costa County, and member donations
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